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It won't work in this browser It won't work in this browser Introduction of Truth Tables Logic Gate and Gate or Gate NOT Gate NAND Gate NOR Gate EOR Gate Example Multiple Entrance Gate Tutorials with LabVIEW Gate Simulation and The Introduction Boolean Feature quiz features can be virtually implemented using an electronic
gate. It is important to understand the following points. Electronic gates require power. The INPUTS gate is controlled by two nominal voltages, such as 0V and 5V, representing Logic 0 and Logic 1, respectively. THE OUTPUT gate provides only two nominal voltage values, such as 0V and 5V, representing Logic 0 and Logic 1
respectively. In general, there is only one way into the logical gate, except in some special cases. There is always a time delay between the input and the exit response.   The tables of Truth of Truth are used to show the function of the logical gate. If you are unsure of the truth tables and need guidance on how to go about drawn them for
individual gates or logical schemes, then use the link section of the truth table. Truth Tables Logic Gate Digital Systems are said to be built using a logical gate. These gates ARE, OR, NO, NAND, NOR, EXOR and EXNOR gate. The main operations are described below using the truth tables. And gate and gate is an electronic chain that
gives a high output (1) only if all its entrances are high.  Point (.) is used to show and operations i.e. A.b.  Keep in mind that this point is sometimes lowered i.e. AB OR gate or gate electronic chain that gives a high output (1) if one or more of its inputs are high.  Plus (I) is used to show OR operation.   NOT the gate is NOT an electronic
circuit that produces an inverted version of the input on the exit.  It is also known as an inverter.  If the input A variable, the inverted output is known as NOT A.  It is also shown as an A', or A with a bar on top, as shown in the findings. The diagrams below show two ways to set up a nand logical gate to create a non-gate. It can also be
done using NOR logical gates in the same way.   NAND Gate is not-and gates that are equal and the gate is followed by no gate.  The exits of all NAND gates are high if any of the entrances are low. The symbol is and the gate with a small circle on the way out. A small circle represents an inversion.   NOR Gate Is NOT- OR gates that are
equal or the gate is followed NOT by the gate.  Exits of all NOR gates are low if any of the entrances are high. The symbol is the GATE of OR with a small circle at the exit. A small circle represents an inversion.     EXOR gates are 'Exclusive-OR' chain gates that will give a high output, if either, but not both, of the two entrances are high.
 Surrounded plus sign () used for EOR displays The GATE of exNOR Gate Chain 'Exclusive-NOR' makes the opposite of the EOR gate. This will give a low yield, if either, but not both, its two inputs are high. The symbol is the gate of EXOR with a small circle at the exit. A small circle represents an inversion. NAND and NOR gates are
called universal features because with any of them I and OR functions and can not be created. Note: The product-shaped feature can be implemented with the NAND gate, replacing all AND and OR gates with NAND gates. The function in the sum form product can be implemented with the NOR gate, replacing all and and NOR gates with
NOR gates. Table 1: Logical Gate Symbols Table 2 is a composite table of truth combinations of input/output combinations for NOT gates along with all possible input/output combinations for other gate functions. Also note that the 'n' truth table has 2n strings. You can compare the exits of different gates. Table 2: Representation of the
Logical Gate using the Table Truth Example NAND Gate can be used as a non-gate using any of the following wiring configurations. (You can check this with the Truth Table.) Problem Draw diagrams like the ones in the example above to show how THE NOR gates can be made in the gate NOT. Click here for answers. Multiple entrance
gates there are also several entrance gates, if you want to know more about them, then click on the link below. Multiple entrance gate tutorials with LabVIEW simulations here are some tutorials using LabVIEW simulations to show the function of the gate and some of the different ways that the gates can be configured. Tutorials and gate
simulations and quiz features There is a quiz available to check what you have learned so far. Quiz To submit your questions and queries, please click here: Compiled by Wale Sangosanya 1997 Updated by David Belton - April 98 Updated By Richard Bigwood 2005 Discreet Logic redirects here. For a discrete diagram, see the Logical
Gate, an idealized or physical electronic device that implements the Boolean function, a logical operation performed on one or more binary inputs that produces one binary output. Depending on the context, the term may refer to the ideal gate logic, which has, for example, zero lifting time and unlimited fan-out, or it may refer to an
incredible physical device (see Ideal and real op-amps for comparison). Logical gates are mainly implemented using diodes or transistors acting as electronic switches, but can also be built using vacuum tubes, electromagnetic repeaters (relay logic), liquid logic, pneumatic logic, optics, molecules or even mechanical elements. With
Logical gates can be cascading in the same way that Boolean functions can be composed, allowing the construction of a physical model of all Boolean Boolean and therefore all the algorithms and mathematicians that can be described with Bouhlian logic. Logical schemes include devices such as multiplexers, registers, arithmetic logical
units (ALUs) and computer memory, mainly through complete microprocessors that can contain more than 100 million gates. In modern practice, most of the gates are made of MOSFET transistors (semiconductor transistors). Complex logical gates AND-OR-Invert (AOI) and OR-AND-Invert (OAI) are often used in schematic design
because their design using MOSFETs is easier and more efficient than the sum of individual gates. The reversible logic uses the Toffoli gate. E-article gate Main article: Logical family Functionally complete logical system can consist of relays, valves (vacuum tubes) or transistors. The simplest family of logical gates uses bipolar transistors
and is called resistotor transistor logic (RTL). Unlike simple diode logical gates (which do not have a amplification element), RTL gates can be cascading indefinitely to produce more complex logical functions. The RTL gates were used in early integrated circuits. For higher speed and better density, the resistors used in RTL were replaced
by diodes leading to diode transistor logic (DTL). Transistor Transistor Logic (TTL) has supplanted DTL. As the complexity of integrated circuits, bipolar transistors were replaced by smaller field effect transistors (MOSFETs); See PMOS and NMOS. Most modern digital system implementations are now using CMOS logic to further reduce
energy consumption. CMOS uses additional (both n-channel and p-channel) MOSFET devices to achieve high speed with low scattering power. For small-scale logic, designers now use prefabricated logic gates from device families such as the Texas Instruments TTL 7400 series, the CMOS 4000 series from RCA and their later
descendants. Increasingly, these fixed function logic gates are being replaced by programmable logic devices that allow designers to pack a variety of mixed logic gates into a single integrated circuit. On the ground, the programmable nature of programmable logic devices, such as FPGAs, has reduced the hard hardware property; You
can now change the logical design of the hardware system by reprogramming some of its components, allowing you to change the functions or functions of the hardware implementation of the logic system. Other types of logical gates include, but are not limited to: 3 Logic Family Abbreviation Description Diode Logic DL Tunnel Diode
Logic TDL Is exactly like diode logic, but can perform at a higher speed. (failed check) Neon logic NL neon lamps or 3 elements of neon trigger tubes to perform logic. The main diode logic of CDL is made by semiconductor diodes and small ferrit toroidal nuclei for moderate speed and moderate power levels. 4Slay Device Logic 4LDL
Uses Uses and SCRs to perform logical operations where high current and or high voltage are required. DCTL's direct transistor logic uses transistors that switch between saturated and cut-off states to perform logic. Transistors require carefully controlled parameters. Economical because several other components are needed, but are
usually susceptible to noise due to the lower voltage levels used. Often considered the father of modern TTL logic. The metal-oxide-semiconductor logic of MOS uses MOSFETs (transitors of semiconductor effects), the basis for most modern logical gates. The MOS logic family includes PMOS logic, NMOS logic, complementary MOS
(CMOS) and BiCMOS (bipolar CMOS). The current logic of CML uses transistors to execute logic, but shifts from constant current sources to prevent saturation and allow you to switch extremely quickly. It has a high noise immunity, despite the rather low level of logic. The quantum dot of the cellular vending machines uses tunnel q-bits
to synthesize binary bits of logic. The electrostatic repulsive force between the two electrons in quantum dots assigns the configurations of electrons (which determine a high-level logical state 1 or low-level logical state 0) under appropriately conditioned polarization. It is a transistor, non-historical, contactless method of synthesis of binary
logic, allowing it to have a very fast speed. Electronic logical gates differ significantly from their equivalents of relaying and switching. They are much faster, consume much less energy, and much less (all in half a million or more in most cases). In addition, there is a fundamental structural difference. The switch diagram creates a
continuous metal path for the current flow (in any direction) between its entrance and exit. The semiconductor logical gate, on the other hand, acts as a high voltage amplifier that sinks a tiny current at the entrance and produces low voltage at the exit. The current cannot flow between the exit and the input of the gate of semiconductor
logic. Another important advantage of standardized families of logic integrated circuits, such as 7,400 and 4,000 families, is that they can be cascading. This means that one exit can be connected to the input of one or more other gates and so on. Systems of varying degrees of complexity can be built without much concern to the gate
designer, provided that the limitations of each integrated circuit are taken into account. Exiting one exit can only control the final number of inputs to another gate, a number called the fan limit. In addition, there is always a delay called from changing the gate input to changing its output accordingly. When the gates cascade, the total
spread delay is approximately the amount of individual delays, an effect that can become a problem problem high-speed tracks. An additional delay can be caused when many inputs are connected to the exit, due to the distributed capacity of all inputs and wiring and the finie amount that each output can provide. The history and
development of the Binary Rooms System was perfected by Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (published in 1705) under the influence of the binary system of ancient Yi Jing. Leibniz found that the use of a binary system combines the principles of arithmetic and logic. In an 1886 letter, Charles Sanders Described how logical operations can be
performed using electrical switching schemes. Eventually, vacuum tubes replaced the relay for logical operations. A modification of The Lee De Forest, in 1907, the Fleming valve can be used as a logical gate. Ludwig Wittgenstein presented a version of the 16-row truth table as sentence 5.101 Logico-Philosophicus Treatise (1921).
Walter Bote, inventor of the coincidence scheme, received part of the 1954 Nobel Prize in Physics, for the first modern electronic and gate in 1924. Konrad Suze designed and built an electromechanical logical gate for his computer No.1 (from 1935 to 1938). From 1934 to 1936, NEC engineer Akira Nakashima presented the theory of
switching in a series of papers showing that the two valuable Boolean algebra, which he discovered on his own, can describe the work of commuting circuits. His work was later cited by Claude Shannon, who elaborated on the use of Boolean algebra in the analysis and design of switching circuits in 1937. Using this property of electric
switches to implement logic is a fundamental concept that underpins all electronic digital computers. The theory of the switching scheme became the basis of the digital design scheme, as it became widely known in the electrical engineering community during and after World War II, with the theoretical rigor eclipsing special techniques
that prevailed previously. The logic of metal oxide-semiconductor (MOS) originates from MOSFET (semiconductor field effect transistor) invented by Mohamed M. Atallah and Dovon Kang at Bell Labs in 1959. They first demonstrated the logic of PMOS and the logic of NMOS in 1960. Both types were later combined and adapted into the
complementary logic of MOS (CMOS) by Chi-Tan Sahom and Frank Wanlass in Fairchild Semiconductor in 1963. Active research takes place at the gates of molecular logic. The symbols are a synchronized 4-bit counter-symbol of the decade up/down (74LS192) according to ANSI/IEEE Std. 91-1984 and IEC Publication 60617-12. There
are two sets of characters for elementary logical gates in general use, both identified in ANSI/IEEE Std 91-1984 and its addition ANSI/IEEE Std 91a-1991. A distinctive set based on traditional schemes, used for simple drawings and comes from the US military standard MIL-STD-806 of the 1950s and 1960s. That's the way it is. unofficially
described as military, reflecting its origins. The rectangular form set, based on ANSI Y32.14 and other early industry standards that were later improved by IEEE and IEC, has rectangular contours for all types of gates and provides a much wider range of devices than is possible with traditional symbols. The IEC standard, IEC 60617-12,
was adopted by other standards such as EN 60617-12:1999 in Europe, BS EN 60617-12:1999 in the UK and DIN EN 60617-12:1998 in Germany. The mutual purpose of IEEE Std 91-1984 and IEC 60617-12 was to provide a single method of describing complex logical functions of digital circuitry with schematic symbols. These features
were more complex than simple and or gate. These can be mid-scale circuits, such as a 4-bit large-scale circuit counter, such as a microprocessor. IEC 617-12 and its successor IEC 60617-12 do not explicitly display distinctive form symbols, but do not prohibit them. This is, however, shown in ANSI/IEEE 91 (and 91a) with this note: The
symbol of the distinctive form, according to publication 617 IEC, Part 12, is not preferred, but is not considered to be contrary to this standard. IEC 60617-12 accordingly contains a note (section 2.1) Although not preferable, the use of other symbols recognized by official national standards, i.e. distinctive shapes instead of symbols (the
main gate list) should not be considered contrary to this standard. Using these other symbols in combination to create complex characters (such as using embedded symbols) is not recommended. This compromise was reached between the respective IEEE and IEC working groups to allow IEEE and IEC standards to be in line with each
other. The third style of symbols, DIN 40700 (1976), was in use in Europe and is still widely used in European scientific circles, see the logical table in the German Wikipedia. In the 1980s, circuits were the predominant method of designing both boards and custom IR, known as gate arrays. Today, custom ICs and a box-programmable
array of gates are usually designed with hardware descriptions of languages (HDL) such as Verilog or VHDL. Distinctive Shape Type (IEEE Std 91/91a-1991) Rectangular Shape (IEEE Std 91/91a-1991) (IEC 60617-12:1 Bulean algebra between A and B Truth Table 1-Entry Gate Buffer A (display) INPUT OUTPUT A 0 0 1 NOT (inverter)
A ̄ display style reline or display, for example, A INPUT OUTPUT A 0 1 1 1 0 In electronics NOT the gate is often referred to as an inverter. The circle on the symbol is called a bubble and is used in logical diagrams to indicate logical denial between the state of external logic and the state of internal logic (1 to 0 or vice versa). On the
scheme, the scheme must be accompanied by a statement claiming that the logic of the convention or or or convention logic is used (high voltage level No. 1 or low voltage level No. 1, respectively). The wedge is used in circuit circuits to directly indicate an active-low (low voltage level No. 1) entry or exit without requiring a single
convention along the entire circuit circuit. This is called a direct indication of polarity. See IEEE Std 91/91A and IEC 60617-12. Both the bubble and the wedge can be used on symbols of distinctive shape and rectangular shape on circuit schemes, depending on the logic used. On pure logical diagrams, only a bubble makes sense.
Connection and disconnection and A ⋅ B (display A'cdot B) or A ∧ B (display A'land B) INPUT OUTPUT A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 OR B (A B display) or A ∨ Displaystyle Alor B INPUT OUTPUT A B 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 Alternative Failure and Joint Failure of NAND A ⋅ B ̄ display A - B displaystyle Auparrow B INPUT OUTPUT A B 0
0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 NOR A B ̄ display (perline) or A B displaystyle Adownar BROWS 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 Exclusive Or biconcing XOR A ⊕ B (display A'oplus B) or A ⊻ B (display A'veebar B) INPUT OUTPUT B 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 Exit two entry exclusives-OR True only when the two input values are different and false if they are
equal, regardless of value. If the input is more than two, the output of the distinctive form character is not defined. The output of the rectangular symbol is correct if the number of true entries is exactly one or the exact number following the I symbol. XNOR A ⊕ B ̄ display (Aoplus B) or A ⊙ B Displaystyle (A'odot B) INPUT INPUT A B 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 Table 1 Truth Exit comparison 1-entry gate logic. INPUT OUTPUT Buffer Inverter 0 0 1 1 1 0 Weekend comparison of 2-entry logical gates. INPUT OUTPUT A B and NAND OR NOR Xor XNOR 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 Universal Logical Gate Additional Information On a Theoretical Basis:
Functional Completeness Chip 7400, containing four 0 1 0 0 1 Universal Logical Gate Additional information on a theoretical basis: Functional completeness Chip 7400, containing four NANDs. Two extra power pins (No. 5 V) and connect the ground. Charles Sanders Pierce (in 1880-81) showed that NOR Gate alone (or as an alternative
to NAND gate alone) could be used to reproduce the functions of all other logical gates, but his work on it was unpublished until 1933. The first published evidence was published by Henry M. Schaeffer in 1913, so nanD's logical surgery is sometimes referred to as Schaeffer's stroke; logical NOR is sometimes called Pierce's arrow.
Consequently, these gates are sometimes called universal logical gates. The equivalent de Morgan symbols using De Morgan's laws function AND identical to the OR function with denied inputs and exits. Similarly, the OR function identical AND features with edified inputs and exits. The NAND gate is equivalent to an OR gate with denied
entrances, and the NOR gate is equivalent to a AND gate with nullified entrances. This results in an alternative set of characters for the main gate that use the opposite core symbol (AND or OR), but with denied ins and outs. Using these alternative symbols can make the diagrams of logical diagrams much clearer and help show the
accidental connection of an active high output to an active low input or vice versa. Any connection that has logical denials at both ends can be replaced by an unspotal connection and a suitable gate change or vice versa. Any connection that has denial at one end and no denial at the other may be easier to interpret instead using the de
Morgan equivalent of a character on either of the two ends. When the indicators of denial or polarity at both ends of the compound coincide, there is no logical denial along the way (effectively, bubbles undo), making it easier to follow logical states from one character to the next. This is usually seen in real logic charts - thus, the reader
should not get into the habit of tying forms solely as or form, but also take into account bubbles on the inputs and exits in order to determine the true logic of the function indicated. The De Morgan symbol can more clearly show the main logical purpose of the gate and the polarity of its nodes, which are considered to be in a signal (active,
on) state. Consider the simplified case where two NAND inputs are used to drive an engine when any of its inputs are low-use by the switch. The signal state (engine on) occurs when one or the other switch is turned on. Unlike the usual NAND symbol, which offers logic, the De Morgan version, two negative inputs or gates, correctly
shows that OR is of interest. The regular NAND symbol has a bubble on the way out and none on the inputs (the opposite of the states that will turn on the engine), but the De Morgan symbol shows both the inputs and the output in the polarity that will control the engine. De Morgan's theorem is most often used to implement a logical gate
as a combination of only the NAND gate, or as a combination of only the NOR gate, for economic reasons. Main article of data storage: The gates of consistent logic can also be used to store data. The storage element can be built by connecting multiple gates to the latch chain. More complex structures that use clock signals and that only
change on the rising or falling edge of the watch are called flip flops triggered by the edge. Formally a flip-flop is called a bistable circuit because it has two stable states that it can maintain The combination of several flip-flops in parallel, for storing thousands of things, is known as a register. With any of these gate installations, the
common system has memory; it's called called called logical system, as its output may depend on its previous state (s), i.e. on the sequence of input states. In contrast, the output from the combined logic is a purely combination of its current inputs not affected by previous states of input and output. These logical schemes are known as
computer memory. They vary in performance, depending on the speed, complexity and reliability of storage, and the application uses many different types of designs. The three-state logical gate buffer of the tristate can be seen as a switch. If B is turned on, the switch closes. If B is off, the switch is open. Main article: Three-year buffer A
three-go gate logic is a type of logical gate that can have three different exits: high (H), low (L) and high risk (me). High state plays no role in logic, which is strictly binary. These devices are used in CPU buses to allow multiple chips to send data. A group of three states, with a suitable control scheme, is basically equivalent to a
multiplexer, which can be physically distributed on individual devices or connected maps. In electronics, high performance will mean that output is a source of current from a positive power terminal (positive voltage). A low output will mean that the output sinks the current to the negative power terminal (zero voltage). A high intransigence
can mean that the output is actually disconnected from the chain. Implementation Main article: Unconventional computing Since the 1990s, most logical gates are made in CMOS (additional metal oxide semiconductor) technology that uses both NMOS and PMOS transistors. Often millions of logical gates are packed into a single
integrated scheme. There are several logical families with different characteristics (energy consumption, speed, cost, size), such as: RDL (logic resistor-diode), RTL (transistor resistor logic), DTL (diod-transistor logic), TTL (transistor-transistor logic) and CMOS. There are also sub-options, such as the standard CMOS logic compared to
advanced types that still use CMOS technology, but with some optimization to avoid losing speed due to slower PMOS transistors. Non-electronic implementations are varied, although only a few are used in practical applications. Many early electromechanical digital computers, such as Harvard's Mark I, were built from relay-logical gates
using electromechanical relays. Logical gates can be made using pneumatic devices such as the Sorteberg relay or mechanical logical gates, including on a molecular scale. Logical were made from DNA (see DNA nanotechnology) and used to create a computer called MAYA (see MAYA-II). Logical gates can be made of quantum-
mechanical effects (although quantum computing is usually at odds with the boulean structure; see quantum logical gate). Photonical logic gates use non-linear optical effects. In principle, any method that leads to This functionally complete (such as either NOR or NAND gates) can be used for any kind of digital logic chain. Note that the
use of 3-state logic for bus systems is not required, and can be replaced by digital multiplexers that can only be built using simple logical gates (such as nand gate, NOR gate, or AND and OR gate). See also the inverter chart Of boolean algebra theme Boolean features The Digital Scheme Espresso Esuro Heuristic Logic Minimizer Fan-
Out Field-Programmed Array Gate (FPGA) Flip-flop (Electronics) Functional Completeness Map Karnau Combined List of Logic 400 0 Series Integrated Schemes List 7400 Series of Integrated Schemes Logic Family Logical Graphics NMOS Logic Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) Programmable Logical Device (PLD) Proposal
Calculus quantum logic gate race dangers Reversible Computational Truth Table Links - Jaeger, Microelectronic Circuit Design, McGraw Hill 1997, ISBN 0-07-032482-4, 226-233 - Tinder, Richard F. (2000). Digital Engineering Design: Revised Second Edition. 317-319. ISBN 0-12-691295-5. Received 2008-07-04. Rowe, Jim. Chain logic -
why and how (December 1966). Electronics Australia. Michael Nilan (2001). Five Confucian classics. Yale University Press. 204-206. ISBN 978-0-300-08185-5. Received on June 8, 2010. Perkins, Franklin. Leibniz and China: Light trade. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004. p 117. Print. Pierce, C.S., Letter, Pierce A.
Marquand, 1886, Letters from Charles S. Pierce, 5, 1993, p. 421-23. See Burkes, Arthur W., Review: Charles S. Pierce, New Elements of Mathematics, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society vs. 84, No. 5 (1978), page 913-18, see 917. PDF Eprint. History of studies of switching theory in Japan, IEEJ Deals on Basics and
Materials, Volume 124 (2004) No. 8, p. 720-726, Institute of Electrical Engineers japan - Switch Theory / Theory of Network Relay Circuit / Theory of Logical Mathematics, IPSJ Computer Museum, Information Processing Society of Japan - b Radomir S. Stankovic (University of Nisha), Jaakko T. Astola (University of Technology Tampere),



Mark G. Karpovsky (Boston University), Some historical observations on switching theory, 2007, DOI 10.1.1.66.1248 - b Radomir S. Stankovic, Jaakko Astola (20 08), Reprints from the Early Days of Information Sciences: TICSP Series About Akira Nakashima's Contribution to Switch Theory, TICSP Series #40, Tampere International
Signal Processing Center, Tampere University of Technology - Who Invented the Transistor?. Computer History Museum. December 4, 2013. Received on July 20, 2019. 1960: Semiconductor metal oxide (MOS) Transistor demonstrated. Silicon Engine: A timeline of semiconductors in computers. Computer History Museum. Received
August 2019. Loek, Bo (2007). History Story Engineering. Springer Science and Business Media. 321-3. ISBN 9783540342588. 1963: An additional configuration of the MOS chain was invented. Computer History Museum. Received on July 6, 2019. b Review of the standard IEEE 91-1984 Explanation of logical symbols, Doc. No. SDY-
001A, Texas Instruments Semiconductor Group, 1996 - Pierce, K.S. (handwritten winter 1880-81), Bulian algebra with one constant, published in 1933 in Collected Papers v. 4, paragraphs 12-20. Reprinted 1989 in writings charles S. Peirce v. 4, page 218-21, Google. See Roberts, Don D. (2009), Existential Graphics by Charles S. Pierce,
page 131. Hans Klein Byning; Theodore Lettmann (1999). Promesion logic: deduction and algorithms. Cambridge University Press. page 2. ISBN 978-0-521-63017-7. John Bird (2007). Engineering mathematics. The Newnes. page 532. ISBN 978-0-7506-8555-9. - Gate of Mechanical Logic (focused on molecular scale) - DNA Logic Gate,
archived 2010-06-18 by Wayback Further Reading Awschalom, D.D.; Loss, D.; Samart, N. (August 5, 2002). Semiconductor spintronics and quantum computing. Berlin, Germany: Springer Verlag. ISBN 978-3-540-42176-4. Received on November 28, 2012. Bostock, Jeff (1988). Programmable logic devices: technology and applications.
New York: McGraw Hill. ISBN 978-0-07-006611-3. Received on November 28, 2012. Stephen D. Brown; Robert J. Francis; Jonathan Rose; Vranesic, zvonko G. (1992). Arrays field programmable gate. Boston, Massachusetts: Kluwer academic publishers. ISBN 978-0-7923-9248-4. Received on November 28, 2012. External media links
related to the logical gates in the Commons are derived from digital electronics all gates pdf. all types of gates in digital electronics
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